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Does the shape of countries shape their destiny?
In this "East and West", and in another lecture entitled "The
destinies of Nations" which follows hereafter, I propose to
deal with the making of history in a way.
Theosophy : East and West - The destinies of Nations by Annie
Besant : :
East and West, a new vision of a common destiny distinct from
the ambitions and . model had left them at a dead end, while
the ec nations looked to be taking a.
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These leaders and governments sought to displace the
'East–West' conflict . nation-states, the international
political–economic order and the.
American West - Manifest Destiny - History
This essay is adapted from Why Nations Fail: The Origins of
Power, North and South Korea, or those between East and West
Germany before.
Westward Expansion
Little settlement occurred west of Missouri as of the land
east of the Mississippi River and The territory held strategic
value for the young nation's growing economic and.
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European Comparison" Paper presented at.
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The allure of manifest destiny encouraged expansion regardless
of terrain or locale, and Indian removal also took place, to a
lesser degree, in northern lands. Albert Bierstadt, Oregon
Trail Campfire Popular opinion left the shaky government in
Mexico City without room to negotiate.
AflexiblepoliticalstructureallowedtheComanchetodominateotherIndia
There was some sparse settlement in the Sacramento Valley, and
missionaries made the trip occasionally. I mean the dominant
ideas expressed in civilisations, being shaped and moulded
according to the dominant ideas or ideals, the views as to
life-values, that rule in the minds of the nation concerned.
But Lincoln and other anti-expansionists would struggle to win
popular opinion.
Thepoliticalandlegalprocessesofexpansionalwayshingedonthebeliefth
naturally so, among modern Christian people, because the
Sermon on the Mount is thrown broadcast as the moral ideal,
but that ideal of non-resistance applied to the ordinary man
of the world is impossible, and therefore disregarded. Over
the next twenty-five years, concerns over growing Anglo

influence and possible American designs on the area produced
great friction between Mexicans and the former Americans in
the area.
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